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WO R K SA M PL E

UR BAN + P R ODUCT

CONNECT
• •
Mild Steel, Thermoformed PET, Proximity Sensors, LEDs

2012

Aims to solve urban design problems such as sufficient
lighting for safety at night, and to facilitate social interaction between citizens of post-quake Christchurch. The
lightbox benches are mounted in sets to street-level rails
that allow them to slide together or apart. They emit a
soft glow when touching or close to each other.

GENERAT IV E SYST E M + P R ODUCT

WAV E F O R M
• •
3D Printed Digital Materials, Liquid, Sound

2013

The waveFORM series is an experimental project that
seeks to capture an ephemeral occurrence; allowing you
to touch sound. The goal of this project is to explore
the potential for form generation through the acoustic-response properties of a range of digitally-controlled
composite materials. Each with varying degrees of flexibility. This was my response to OBJET’s brief to create
a sample collection showcasing properties of their 3D
printed digital materials.

ARCH I T E C T U R E + U R BAN

NZSM
• •
New Zealand School of Music
Wellington, New Zealand [concept]

2011

The existing site and context were drivers of the form
and program of the new music school. The specified
site is typical of metropolitan Wellington’s tightly built
city blocks - with complex arrangements of back alleys
and void allowing a variety of users to shortcut through
the site. Rather than demolish all existing brick/concrete
buildings on the site and fill it with a solid monolith,
the design intent was to weave a new structure in and
around them, leaving as much open space as possible
to allow public pedestrians to use the site as a thoroughfare between the CBD’s two main streets and as
a space for live performances. Private spaces such as
educational areas and offices are internal within the new
form and old buildings, public spaces become the void
or spaces in between.

T ECH NO LOG Y + AR C H I T E CUR E

TRYPSIN
• •
Digital Materials, SLS Acrylic Polymer, Hydraulics, Arduino

2013

Trypsin/Follicle is a physical technology development
aimed at application in responsive, kinetic architecture
surfaces. This work examines the cross-over between biological functions and designed mechanics as synthetic
anatomy, through the possibilities offered by multi-material
3d-printing. By studying how particular parts of the human
body function components are designed to function as
small muscles when under hydraulic/pneumatic pressure.

P RO DUCT + M ASS P R ODU C T I ON

WORKTOTE
• •
For Aspect Furniture, New Zealand
Injection Molded PP, Lasercut Aluminium [in production]

2015

I was responsible for creating a concept that satisfied an
important client’s needs and also resulted in a scalable
product for our company. I came up with the concept with
a colleague and executed all 3d modeling and outsourcing
of prototypes. I designed the product to connect with our
existing range of furniture through smart integrated features
and focusing on designing components to perform more
than one function. It focused on reducing components and
optimizing them for manufacturing methods (injection molding, laser-cutting and folding). During the prototype stage
(pre-molding) we had over 7000 pre-orders for this product.

GENERAT IV E SYST E M + P R ODUCT

FRICTION TABLE
• •
Marine Birch Ply, Stainless Steel, Toughened Glass, ABS
Adaptation of the Triad System Lounger into a flat surfaced table. Uses the same support structures, and
adapts to the glass sheet via stainless steel rods with articulating ball & socket joints and suctions onto the glass
surface.
Triad System: A fabrication/assembly system developed
as a platform for mass-customisable furniture products.
Benefits of the system include configurable integrated
components, flat-packing, tool-less assembly through the
omission of traditional hardware.

2013

A core philosophy of the system is to make the customisation process as unobtrusive as possible by removing
the need for the user to make critical ergonomic design
decisions.

F UT URISM + M AN U FAC T U R I N G

CO-CREATE
• •

Juvenile Paua, Digital Polymer, Nutrients
A futurist design research project completed with James
Bennett under Ross Stevens’ Design Led Futures exploring
the integration of 3d printing and biological growth.
The intention is to create a scaffold in which juvenile Paua
may lay up calcifications over time. Abalone (Paua) shells
are made of one of the strongest known bio-ceramics. If
we are able to harness this material strength yet control
the form of the structure there is the possibility for use in
high-stress applications such as bone/joint reconstructions,
among other applications.

2012

While controversial, this method of growing a manufactured
object in conjunction with another species raises questions
around the energy, ethics and value of a product.

ARCHI T E CT U R E + P R ODUCT

PA N D O
• •
Audio inscribing device + Acoustically variable treespace
Fish Lake, Utah, USA [concept]
A tree canopy listening space where variation through
iteration may be discovered and interacted with on a
personal level: through a de-generative sound recording
medium.

2012

Replications of a source recording are reproduced within the treehouse via a player and recording device operating simultaneously. Here, wind as an environmental
modifier changes the acoustic form of the treehouse’s
faceted, laser-engraved cardboard skin – allowing interior
spatial sound manipulation to occur.

ARCH I T E C T U R E + U R BAN

SUBSTATION
• •

Inhabitable Substation
Wellington, New Zealand [concept]
Conceived as an integration of substation and a publicly
accessible parkspace, connecting boundaries of site. It
also offers pathways through the city block, connecting
to public transit. Intervention & accessway.

2011

The space can be used as a shelter for the nearby bus
terminal as well as green space for surrounding high-density office workers. Custom screens were developed to
shield the substation operations from public spaces, and
are designed to create scattered patterns of light and
shadow throughout the sun path.

SERV ICE + P R ODU C T + DI G I TAL

SWIBO
• •

Balance board that forms a game controller through the use
of a mobile phone and custom designed therapy computer
games. Connects patient with physio/trainer through ubiquitous technology. Gamifying previously dull physical therapy
routines. This product is being tested by New Zealand rugby
teams and physiotherapists.
Worked in collaboration with co-founders, game designers,
and engineers to help commercialise this prouct. Responsibilities included: IP search and creation, product design, marketing, pitching, storyboarding, mood board, persona, competitor
analysis.

2014

switch
board

Cast cement, Moldings, Mobile/Web App, Gaming

SERV ICE + P R ODU C T + DI G I TAL

WA N D E R
• •

Wearable Tech, GPS, Web/Mobile App
Wearable technology start-up, evolved from a haptic navigation device concept into a child minding aid system.
Wander is a smart wristband and mobile app that notifies
parents and children when they are becoming separated.
Unlike existing child location devices, Wander is the only
product that notifies both the child and the parent when
they have been separated.
Wander allows you to set safe boundaries based on a radius that you can choose when on the move in busy areas
such as malls, airports and train stations. It also the ability
to geofence certain areas like the backyard, park and playgrounds or out of area’s that could be dangerous like car
parks and swimming pools.

2014

Worked within a team of designers, engineers and developers to produce a minder wearable device and companion
mobile app prototypes. Concept generation, customer interviewing and demo day pitching.

RE S E AR C H + AN ALYS I S

RESEARCH
• •
My design process begins with user observation and research
to establish needs with the aim of gaining insights into problems
and opportunities.
I use techniques such as interviews, personas, mood boards,
site/environment analysis and cultural probes such as photography, video and observation of behavioural traces.

P R OC E SS

Analysing market and cultural trends and competitors products
in the same industry allows potential gaps in the market to be
identified. Some projects begin as an analysis of a brand’s history and current position to identify areas of development. I also
have experience searching patents and other IP protection.

IDE AT I ON + I T E R AT I ON

CONCEPT
• •
My design process begins with user observation and research
to establish needs. I then fill sketchbooks with writing and
sketches, letting my thought process flow onto the page.

P RO C E SS

From my initial ideation sketches, I make sketch models, exploring form, materials and mediums. Usually at the same time
I explore ideas in 3D CAD modeling, and sometimes 3d print
components to test them. Photography, diagrams and graphics
are also a big part of my workflow. This is an iterative process.

• •
Solidworks 3D, Rhino, 3D scanning, Keyshot Rendering
Contract and professional studio visualisation projects include products and customised client-spec configurations.
Often tasked with short lead times to make sales deals.

PARAMET RIC 3 D MO D E LI N G + R E N DE R I N G

VISUALISATION

The office furniture collections pictured here I worked on
with Oliver Bucher for Aspect Furniture, New Zealand. I was
responsible for semi-automating the 3D model customisation process for creating varying dimensions and features
for clients’ needs. I created shop drawings and 3D data for
digital and manual manufacture. My 3D models were also
used by Oliver and myself to create realistic renderings in
Keyshot, for sales, marketing campaigns and websites.

P RO C E SS

I have also worked on product and interior renderings for
companies, developers and startups.

• •

P ROTOT YP ING + M AN U FAC T U R I N G

FABRICATION
Spanning prototype iterations through to CNC and mass production.
I have extensive experience with both manual and digital fabrication
methods. I have designed and prepared 3D printed parts for FDM, SLS
and multi-material composite printers.
I have utilised CNC programmed routers and lathes to make parts, as
well as all manual woodworking and metal working equipment. I have
a lot of experience designing for and operating lasercutters both for
miniature prototypes and for production.

P RO C E SS

I have a good knowledge of materials and their properties. My first
mass-produced product, worktote, is now in injection-molding production in New Zealand.

Victoria University of Wellington
Research Assistant
Wellington, NZ • Nov 2012 - July 2014
Worked in various teams to research new applications for emerging multi-material 3D printing
capabilities • Conceptualising, designing for
manufacture, testing of adaptive, biological &
healthcare objects • Solidworks + Rhino/Grasshopper 3D modelling, preparing physical 3D
prints, recording data and critical writing.
Victoria University of Wellington
Industrial Design Tutor
Wellington, NZ • March 2013 - Nov 2013
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ACADEMIC WORK

Design tutor for an Honours Electrical Engineering
class design-integration project • Led first and
second-year Industrial Design Students in ‘Digital
Creation’, introducing new design concepts,
techniques and their relationship to various manufacturing methods • Solidworks CAD teaching
• Critical thought, analysis and communication
• Critique, feedback & grading.

Designer, made in Southern New
Zealand, assembled in Wellington,
NZ - currently exploring the West
Coast of the USA.

Although I spend many minutes
manipulating computers, I’m still
most inspired by thought, pencil and
paper.
I’m interested in biological structures
& processes. I enjoy exploring nature
and cities as escape and inspiration.
When not designing, I enjoy mountain biking, guitar, live music,
records, photography, film and travel.

Aspect Furniture Systems
Industrial Designer
Wellington/Timaru, NZ • Aug 2014 - Feb 2015
3D Modelling (Solidworks) of commercial furniture
products for existing and custom client-spec jobs •
Output of shop drawings and liaison with manufacturers • Product design/development • CAD
automation of core products • Generating renderings & graphics for sales and marketing material.
Formway Design Studio
User Experience Researcher
Wellington, NZ • May 2014 - June 2014
User observation, data collection and analysis for
establishing the requirements of a new actiive
seating product for the international market.
Creative HQ - Product Futures
Industrial Design, UX/UI, Business & Marketing
Wellington, NZ • Nov 2013 - Aug 2014
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SKILLS

Conceptual Design • Architecture •
Industrial Design • Research • 3D
Modelling • 3D Printing • Critical
Writing • CAD/CAM • Photography //
Video • CNC •
Woodcrafting •
Furniture Design // Manufacture • Model
making // Prototyping • Graphic Design
•
Fine Arts • UI/UX
AWARDS

2009 - 2011 • Hubbard &
Churcher University Scholarship
2012 - 2013 • Victoria University
Summer Research Scholarship
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geelsryan@gmail.com
www.ryangeels.com

DLA Architects
Architectural Designer
Wellington/Timaru, NZ • Nov 2010 - July 2011
Measuring on site and creating plans • Conceptual architectural design • Client & Engineer consultation.
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Created a scalable physical and digital product
from market research and problem validation •
worked within a team of designers, engineers and
developers • Concept generation, customer
interviewing and demo day pitching.

With a multi-discplinary background
in 3D design focusing on the role of
objects and space, I observe people
and behaviour, perceiving design
outputs as tools for living.
I strive to create seamless experiences that connect physical objects with
digital technologies. I see design as
an integral function and aesthetic. I’m
not a stylist.

PROFESSIONAL WORK

SOFT WARE

Solidworks 3D
Keyshot Rendering
Photoshop/Lightroom
Illustrator
Indesign
Premiere Pro
Sketchup
Rhino/Grasshopper 3D
Archicad
Revit
3DS max
Blender 3D
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